
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

OVERVIEW 
 

Make/Model: Tent Box Cargo Defender 
110 Pick Up 2011  
Registration: SY11 ZXF 
4.6m length 2m width 2.5m high 

Ordinary car licence  
Seats five to travel 

Peugeot 2.4L Diesel engine 
5 speed manual gearbox 

Sleeps two - Tent Box Cargo on the 
roof, easy assembly pop up in 30 
seconds 

 

  

CAB 
Standard radio 

Bluetooth mobile phone hands free 
Broadband 

 
 

OFF-GRID CAPACITY 
 

Solar panel 
Off-Grid Power pack ‘Goal Zero’ 

petrol-less generator 
 

COOKING FACILITIES 

 
Gas two burner hob 

Dometic fridge or freezer 
Kit bag with utensils 

Externa Gas BBQ point 

 STORAGE  

 
Pick-up rear contains a pull out 

lockable sliding lower drawer and a 
pull-out top sliding floor for easy 

access 
 

 
OUTSIDE LIVING 

 
Picnic table and chairs 
Goal Zero Lighthouse 600 led light 

25ltr water drum 
 

  
SURVIVAL PACK 

 
Travel guides 
24/7 technical support 

First Aid Kit 
 

 

 OPTIONAL EXTRAS 
 

Paddle Board £10 per night per 
board 

Gas BBQ £25 per week 
Tow Ball Bike Rack £20 

 



 

 

The journey really does start here with our new and exclusive 

Adventure Defender, a rugged, adventure-ready camping machine, 

built for hardcore exploration! 

This 2011 Defender 110 Pick Up has been perfectly partnered with 

the two berth Tent Box Cargo fixed to the roof for the ideal escape 

to the wilderness getaway.  The innovative design of the gas-assisted 

opening mechanism means the tent box can be set up in just under 

a minute which is an absolute life saver in the rain.  Just pop it, climb 

in and you’re done.  

The deep base allows storage of your ladder, bedding and pillows 

inside (so you’re ready to go as soon as you pop it), the vents allow 

for excellent ventilation and condensation control.  In addition, the 

top shell is lined with fabric, which provides insulation and a cosier 

feel.  The comfy foam fitted mattress, inbuilt air vents and premium fly mesh on all windows and doors, ensure that your sleeping space 

will remain insect free, a great nights rest awaits for a 'sleeping under the stars' experience.  

Every intrepid explorer deserves a Defender in their life, this trusty workhorse will take you wherever you want to go, and you can be 

assured of a truly memorable experience.  The exterior is finished in traditional Landrover green with minimal branding, to ensure you 

feel she is truly yours. 

You can always add to the fun and invite some friends along, the Adventure Defender travels five people and by bringing your own 

standard ground tent you can increase your sleeping space, the choice is yours.   

This innovative combination comes with access ladder, Dometic fridge or freezer, storage boxes, an in-built roof solar panel and 

complimentary unlimited broadband (3G/4G required).  The ‘Goal Zero’ portable power pack to give you power wherever you go.  You 

can enjoy complete isolation but with technology at your fingertips, never loose charge and miss out on posting those amazing pictures 

on social media.   

The frame of the Tent Box is built entirely from high-grade steel and aluminium, with marine grade canvas walls, making it super strong 

and ready for extreme adventure.  The Tent Box can stand even the strongest storms.  It’s rated to withstand winds of up to 39mph (a 

heavy storm), and the high quality canvas is both breathable and 100% waterproof.  The large front access 'door' provides spectacular 

views, there is nothing better than waking up to the sun rising over the beautiful UK countryside. 

Also included in the price is a functional and compact two burner BBQ style 

gas hob, the essentials kit bag including pans, crockery and cutlery, a 

whistling kettle and camping chairs/table.  All the equipment you need for a 

perfect sizzle before sitting back to enjoy the view.   

There is also 24/7 technical support should you need it.  

If you have any questions or further requirements, please get in touch with 

us – we are only too happy to help.  

Your adventure awaits in the Adventure Defender! 

 


